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Celsus take Dynamat show on the road 

 

Celsus, the European distributor of Dynamat, have a summer of events 

planned, demonstrating the latest and best in noise control. 

 

Their Dynamat Xtreme sound deadening and Dynaliner thermal barrier 

solutions have already wowed visitors to the Practical Classics stand, amongst 

19,000 attending March’s Classic Car Show at Birmingham’s NEC. In May, the 

Peterborough Arena saw Dynamat at the National Hot Rod & Custom Car Show too. 

 

Car enthusiasts can still discover the Dynamat difference first-hand at a host 

of popular 2015 events, including : 

� Route 66 Show, Bournemouth, 4th – 5th July 

� Billing Land Rover Fest, Billing Aquadrome, 31st July to 2nd August 

� Mini in The Park, Santa Pod Raceway, 16th August 

� Beaulieu International Autojumble, Brockenhurst, 5th – 6th September 

� Busfest, Malvern, 4th – 6th September 

� Classic  Motor Show, NEC Birmingham,  13th – 15th November  

 

Dynamat Original launched in 1989 to reduce noise, through a revolutionary 

extensional damper technique, which converts vibration into silent energy. Today’s 

Dynamat Xtreme will cut road noise by up to 80%, thanks to a butyl chemical formula 

that delivers up to ten times more sound deadening than inferior bitumen asphalt 

alternatives. 
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At just 1.65mm thick, Dynamat offers a significant weight-saving over these 

alternatives too. It’s easy to shape to any car contours, and quick to fit thanks to 

peel-and-stick sheets. Just 30% area coverage prevents a panel from resonating, 

whilst covering the entire floor or doors, creates a total sound barrier. 

 

“A restored classic car often looks great, runs great but still feels feel like an 

old car,” explains Chris Bennett of Dynamat. “Fit Dynamat Xtreme and it will instantly 

feel tighter, quieter and gain that reassuring sense of good build quality, just like a 

modern car.” 

 

Chris and the Dynamat fitting team will be busy at the events with live installs 

and customer demonstrations. Dynamat promise their solutions can be trusted to last 

for the life of the vehicle, and to function in all environmental conditions. 

 

For more details, simply visit www.dynamat.co.uk to view videos or find your 

local Dynamat distributor. 
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Further Information : 

James Onions ( 07966 138883, james.onions@thinmarketing.co.uk ) 

 

Facts about Celsus ICE  

Celsus ICE Ltd are an ISO9001 quality management certified company specialising in car audio 

accessories who supply a wide range of products to both UK and European export markets.  
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Celsus offer high quality, high performance products aimed at past, present and future generation 

auto technology. The Celsus range of vehicle fitting solutions is one of the most comprehensive 

available today addressing the demands of Digital Radio Integration, CAN Bus and Smartphone 

integration.  

 

These products are complimented by some of the most desired car audio brands in the world 

including JL Audio, Dynamat, DABmotion, Calearo, Jehnert and Paser. 

 

Celsus were 10 years old at the end of 2012. 

 

 

 


